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ABSTRACT

Looking at speech perception from a sociolinguistic perspective, the paper first explores how speakers from three different regions in the U.S. perform on a vowel identification task for a continuum between /æ/ and /ɛ/. Following the general analysis of cross-regional perception, we turn our focus to a subsample of Southern participants who also provided speech data, investigating the nature of the link between their speech production and perception for these vowels. In particular, we are interested in the extent to which participation in a series of shifts affecting the Southern speech region in production (the Southern Vowel Shift or SVS) affects perception in that region. The data includes a set of seven siblings and we also examine whether sibling status affects perceptual variability. Our results suggest that region does play a significant role in mediating perception, particularly in the South, and that SVS participation in production is related to differences in perception within that region, suggesting that both individual and community based norms are crucial in speech processing. Finally, identifying a large amount of familial variability in both perception and production, we find that siblinghood does not seem to play a greater role in speech perception similarity than shift participation.

1. Introduction

A great deal of work in sociolinguistics has focused on differences in production norms for speakers from different social and ideological backgrounds. That a relationship exists between external social factors and linguistic output is undeniable (see Labov (1994, 2001) for fuller discussion), with gender, ethnicity, social class and geography established as playing foundational roles in the formation of individuals’ linguistic repertoires (Clarke, Elms, & Amani, 1995; Clopper, Pisoni, & De Jong, 2005; Eckert, 2000; Labov, 1991, 1994, 2001; Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006; Labov, Yeager, & Steiner, 1972; Milroy, 1980; Wolfram, 1991). Such socially-based production differences are found across all linguistic levels, though much research has centered on variation in syntax/morphology and phonology. Morphosyntactic variation across socially-based dialects, such as multiple negation or copula absence, is often categorical (present or absent) and, as it can be easily recognized by listeners, often stigmatized (Farold, 1972; Rickford, 1999; Wolfram, 1969). Thus, listeners can be fairly easily tapped for their knowledge of and familiarity with such structures and their perception of syntactic variation is generally influenced by overt norms and commentary on the use of these features.

Phonological variation, on the other hand, has been embraced by sociolinguists (particularly sociophoneticians) as an object of study in part because of its more covert nature. While certainly a number of socially-based phonetic differences (e.g., tied: /tæd/ vs. /tayd/) are clearly noticed by listeners, many (e.g., vowel shifts) are not, allowing researchers to collect naturally occurring data from linguistically naïve speakers, with little or no attention paid to altering the specific phonetic target. But, by its very nature as allegedly subconscious behavior, an enduring question is how or to what degree such phonetic variation is really meaningful for speakers (Campbell-Kibler, 2007; Eckert, 2000; Hay & Drager, 2007; Labov, 1991, 1994, 2001). Put differently, sociolinguists often discuss differences in production as if they are equivalent to differences in perception in that we correlate socially-stratified variation with speaker awareness of such variation at some level. Since different groups often use different variants, even when sharing the same basic phonological system and, in many cases, a great deal of social contact, it seems logical to assume that these differences are perceptually relevant to listeners. But, do all phonetic variations signal some kind of sociolinguistic identity or can some dialect-based variants simply be the result of the natural development of different internal pressures? Certainly, while not all variations will turn out to be cognitively relevant (Labov et al., 2006; Pierrehumbert, 2006), increasing evidence suggests that social variation, in many cases, provides more than simply clues to social identity, playing a pivotal role in the actual
processing and decoding of the speech signal itself (Evans & Iverson, 2004, 2007; Foulkes & Docherty, 2006; Hay & Drager, 2007, 2010; Hay, Nolan, & Drager, 2006; Hay, Warren, & Drager, 2006; Jannedy & Hay, 2006; Niedzielski, 1999; Strand, 1999; Strand & Johnson, 1996). So, while there clearly exists a link between perception and production, exploring how this link is mediated and to what degree a speaker’s own productive system mirrors or interacts with his/her perceptual system turns out to be quite complex, particularly in light of the influence of extra-linguistic social factors.

In this paper, we consider the nature of the relationship between speech production and perception. The data under analysis here were collected as part of a larger project investigating perception across regional U.S. dialects. The current paper is particularly interested in determining the effect of productive participation in regional vowel shifts on vowel identification. In order to focus on this aspect in more detail, we center most of our discussion on the linguistic systems of a subset of subjects from Western Tennessee, a region of the U.S. affected by the Southern Vowel Shift. The individuals examined here show different degrees of engagement with local vowel variants in production and, as we attempt to illustrate, perception. Further, many of these subjects are siblings in the same, large family. This fact both complicates and enriches the consideration of individual variation in production and perception, something we discuss further throughout this paper. Focusing on the Southerners while providing an overview of our more general results allows us to establish these Southerners as a sociolinguistically relevant speech community within the larger U.S., but our primary interest here will be the closer analysis of variation in production and perception within our Southern sample.

We proceed by reviewing in the next section the state of knowledge about the relationship between social factors and speech perception, and the relationship between production and perception at the individual level. We also further situate our present study within recent interests in vowel shifts occurring in regional varieties of U.S. English. In Section 3, we begin our empirical inquiry by examining variation in the results of a vowel identification task where listeners in three regions of the U.S. heard synthesized continua between /e/ and /i/ (bait → bet and date → debt) and had to determine which they heard. To anticipate our results somewhat, this analysis shows that Southerners have, in general, backed /e/ perceptions in comparison to Northern and Western subjects. This perceptual pattern correlates nicely with the backed /e/ production of the Southern Vowel Shift and is taken as an indication that regional productive norms are reflected – at least in this case – in listeners’ perceptions. To examine this more closely, we turn in Sections 4 and 5 to vowel production data in addition to and in concert with the vowel perception data for a subset of these Southern subjects. Here we show that, although the connection is quite complex and somewhat noisy, individual variability in the production of the mid front vowels does appear to relate to variability in the perception of those vowel classes. In Section 6, we examine the range of variability found across individual subjects from each region and, in particular, focus our attention on the sibling status of many of our Southern subset subjects to address what else we learn about the production-perception link from considering members of the same family. We close, in Section 7, by considering the potential social and linguistic theoretical ramifications of our results.

2. Background

Researchers have investigated different facets of the potential relationship between social factors and speech perception, ranging from general speech processing studies to those exploring the co-processing of speech and social information. Perception studies in speech sciences have often been oriented to providing empirical support for theories that attempt to explain human perceptual competence and its relationship to production more generally (in terms of our underlying abilities or cross-linguistically) rather than investigating how such abilities might be mediated by our orientation and daily exposure to socially-relevant variation at the level of the individual (see review of such work in Casserly and Pisoni (2010) or a range of relevant papers in Pisoni and Remez (2005)). A number of more recent studies have moved toward incorporating more top-down information into the speech processing equation, looking at how information such as lexical status and talker familiarity influence perception (e.g., Dahan, Drucker, & Scarborough, 2008; Elman & McClelland, 1988; Ganong, 1980; Johnson, 1997; Kazanina, Phillips, & Idsardi, 2006; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Pierrehumbert, 2001, 2002; Pisoni, Nusbaum, Luce, & Slowiaczek, 1985).

Beyond these more general perception studies, some studies have more directly examined the link between individuals’ speech production and perception, typically looking at the relationship between listeners’ judgments on category goodness and their own production of a vowel target (Frieda, Walley, Flege, & Sloane, 2000: Johnson, Fleming, & Wright, 1993; Newman, 2003). In general, the findings from such research have suggested a relationship between production and perception in that preferred perceptual exemplars were produced with more extreme features (e.g., higher vowels higher, lower vowels lower) than those typically produced (the ‘hyperspace’ effect). Using a different approach to assessing the production-perception link, Bell-Berti, Raphael, Pisoni, and Sawusch (1979) found evidence from EMG studies of two different production strategies for the vowel pairs /i/-/ɪ/ and /e/-/ɛ/ for American English speakers. For some speakers, tongue height differentiated the vowels in the pairs, while for others it was tongue tension. Formant patterns, however, did not reveal a spectral distinction. To determine if these differences in production were related to differences in perception, vowel identification tasks were administered to the EMG subjects who were asked to label each step of a seven-step continuum either /i/ or /ɪ/ in both an equal-probability (control) format and a format where /i/ values were more likely (the ‘anchored’ format). The researchers found that most listeners’ /i/-/ɪ/ boundary shifted toward /i/ in the anchored formant. However, this effect was much larger for those speakers whose EMG data showed tongue height to be the primary means of differentiating the tense/lax vowel pairs compared to those relying on tongue tension. Thus, this difference in production reduced this latter group’s susceptibility to anchoring effects. Bell-Berti et al. suggest these findings point to a link between speech production and speech perception.

Research such as this, though indicative of a relationship between production and perception, does not delve into how speech processing might also be mediated by our orientation and daily exposure to socially-relevant variation. Examining if and how perception is tied to dialect variation productively is important both on a theoretical level (in terms of theories of speech processing and language change) but also on an applied level: What if everyone else (in school, at work, in the courtroom) does not hear what you hear? Cross-dialect comprehension is a key component in the development of educational materials and tests as well as voice recognition technologies, not to mention in our daily interactions. Thus, establishing how individuals vary in terms of perception is a first step toward ensuring such dialect-based perceptual differences (and related production differences) are not misinterpreted as disordered or insufficient (in terms of educationally-based expectations, for example).
In cross-language perception studies, unfamiliarity with foreign accented speech has been found to affect speech processing (see, e.g., Bohn & Munro (2007) or Strange (1995)) while prior exposure to foreign accented speech has been found to increase adaptation (Bradlow & Bent, 2003; Clarke & Garrett, 2004; Gass & Varonis, 1984). The effects on perception of dialect differences have not been as thoroughly researched, but several studies have shown that unfamiliar dialects also cause processing delays (Adank & McQueen, 2007; Floccia, Groslin, Girard, & Konopczynski, 2006) and affect speech intelligibility, especially in noise (Clopper & Bradlow, 2008; Labov & Ash, 1997; Mason, 1946). Clearly, as we learn more about the role of sociolinguistic variation in the processing of speech, understanding the effect of dialectal variation is increasingly important.

A number of more sociolinguistically-oriented perception studies have shown that expectations based on socially-meaningful linguistic experience indeed influence participants' perceptual behavior (see, e.g., Thomas (2002) or Hay and Drager (2010) for reviews), though most sociolinguistic research has focused either on production (e.g., Labov, 1994, 2001) or perception without much treatment of a relationship between them. A few recent studies, however, have begun to bridge this divide and have suggested that individual variation in production influences how individual listeners interpret speech stimuli, indicating that how one speaks, not just the productions surrounding him/her, has influences on perception.

In one such study, Sumner and Samuel (2009) examined how dialect variation affected processing for -er final words for listener groups whose own production norms included only rhotic (/r/-ful) forms (General American, GA, and rhotic New York, NY, speech) or non-rhotic (/r/-less) forms (non-rhotic NY speech). Their research attempted to determine whether dialect differences were observable both in terms of short-term processing and in terms of representation (long-term processing). In an immediate form-priming task, they found that non-rhotic primes aided form recognition for both rhotic and non-rhotic NY speakers while GA speakers unfamiliar with non-rhoticity did not have the same priming effects when provided non-rhotic primes. The researchers suggest these results show that regular exposure to a dialect, whether used productively or not, makes listeners more “flexible in form processing” (2009, p. 493), as the variable forms are treated as perceptual equivalents (even if not used productively). Importantly, they also found that the boost provided by regular exposure to both rhotic and non-rhotic speech only assisted recognition in terms of immediate form activation. Introduction of a time lag between the prime and the target form resulted in significant differences in reaction times and error rates between the non-rhotic NY speakers and both the rhotic NY and the GA speakers, with only the GA form resulting in long-term representational effects for the rhotic speakers.

So, in other words, speakers' representation of the target words matches primarily that which they produce, though they may still be able to recognize that familiar variants (such as non-rhotic variants) are related to those representations, as revealed in the immediate priming tasks. Sumner and Samuel describe this ability as 'fluent listening,' which involves the ability to recognize a number of different surface forms as related to one that is produced, but does not affect long-term storage and representation of that item as yet a single underlying (rhotic) form. In contrast, speakers exhibiting non-rhotic speech showed no long-term advantage for the General American rhotic form as both forms were equally able to assist recognition in long-term tasks, suggesting that they have multiple surface and underlying representations for that item. Thus, while not a straightforward relationship, these results suggest that dialect experience plays a large role in perceptual processing, but that a speaker's own production norms, not only broader community norms, play a crucial role in whether and how variable forms are stored.

In another study examining sociolinguistic perception and its relationship to production, Evans and Iverson (2004) asked subjects to select best exemplars of vowels embedded in carrier phrases that were produced with either a Northern British or (Standard) Southern British accent. Subjects with Northern and Southern English backgrounds living in London (with presumed multidialectal exposure) were tested as well as Northern English speakers remaining in the North. Their results showed that different formant frequencies were selected as best exemplars for bud and cud dependent on their embedding in accent-distinquished carrier phrases and that subject background played a significant role. Listeners from the same dialect background as used in the carrier phrase were more accurate in their adjustment. Listeners who remained in Northern England showed little evidence of accent normalization in any context, instead choosing traditional Northern English vowels in both carrier sentence types. In a subsequent study, Evans and Iverson (2007) found that young adults were able to adjust their accent over time, though there was no measurable change in their perception of these categories across the same span of time. However, they did find that individual differences in production were also reflected in differences in perception, suggesting that a speakers’ own production, in addition to any adherence to community norms, interacts with speech processing.

Addressing the importance of listener- and speaker-specific characteristics in speech processing, Hay, Warren, and Drager (2006) found that perception of words involved in the expanding near-square merger in New Zealand English (NZE) was dependent both on listeners’ own production of the merger and on social attributes associated with the speaker. In the study, participants who were measured for and also self-reported their own degree of merger were played words produced by 4 speakers maintaining the distinction and shown a corresponding picture that depicted varying age and class attributes (in younger/older, lower class dress/higher class dress, no photo conditions). Though the recording was identical and only the photograph actually varied across lists, both the social attributes of the speakers and the merger status of the hearer affected the results. Those with the merger were more likely to accurately identify the distinct vowels involved in word pairs compared to those who maintained a distinct, not only overall, but also particularly on word pairs they identified as the same in their own speech. In addition, perceived age and social class of talker also had an effect on accuracy, paralleling the fact that the merger is more often identified with younger and less socially prestigious speakers. Merged participants did not show differences in error rates based on the age manipulation. So, in other words, they were not sensitive to differences in merger by age. However, those who reported having non-merged vowels in a specific word-pair showed significantly higher error-rates in the younger photo condition. However, they were much more accurate in the older-age condition for that same word-pair, suggesting their expectations of merger for younger vs. older talkers were different. Social class manipulation results were less straightforward and greatly depended on how distinct the word pairs were for the sample talkers, but merged participants were most sensitive to the class manipulation and error rates increased as the social class depicted in the photo decreased.

It is clear from such studies that both social information about a talker and a listener's own production norms play key roles in speech perception. Hoping to add to these recent attempts to account for the role of production in speech processing, the current study examines the link between U.S. English speakers' own production of regionally variable vowel categories and their
perception of these same categories. Regional differences across
American dialects are widely recognized and mark historically
and enduringly significant divides due to settlement, migration,
and ethnicity, among other factors. Despite increasing mobility
and contact among regions, most recent studies have shown that
speech in the U.S. is being affected by a number of shift patterns
that lead to greater distinctiveness in how vowels are realized
phonetically in the (Inland) North and South (Eckert, 1988, 2000;
Evans, 2001; Feagin, 1986; Fridland, 2000, 2001, 2003a, 2003b,
2004; Fridland & Bartlett, 2006; Gordon, 1997; Labov, 1991, 1994,
2001; Labov et al., 2006; Thomas, 1989, 1997a, 1997b, 2001). Nor
thern speech is affected by what is known as the Northern
Cities Shift (NCS), with backed and/or lowered /e/ and /i/ as part
of a series of changes involving the front and low back system.
As a result, many Northerners show a widely separated system
between the tense and lax front vowels, with the /i/ and /e/
classes much more peripheral acoustically than /æ/ and /ə/.
In contrast, affected by the Southern Vowel Shift (SVS), contem-
porary Southern speech typically shows centralized /æ/ (and some-
times /æ/)  classes and peripheralized /ə/ (and sometimes /i/)
classes. The result is often a reversed or overlapping position
acoustically in the mid (and, less commonly, high) front vowels
for many Southern speakers (see Labov (1994) or Gordon (2002)
for greater detail and schematizations of these shifts).

Owing to these different shift patterns, the Northern and
Southern front vowel systems show strikingly different relations-
ships between the tense and lax vowels. In the West, Luthin
(1987) and Thomas (2001) suggest that some areas show evi-
dence of the Canadian Vowel Shift (CVS) as described by Clarke
et al. (1995). In the CVS, also referred to as the California Vowel
Shift,1 the lax front vowels are primarily falling (toward /æ/),
rather than backing as in the NCS. In sum, these various shift
patterns have lead to greater differentiation in the vowel systems
across regions. As such, it would not be surprising that regional
differences in perception might accompany these differences in
production, as has been found previously (e.g., Janson, 1986;
Indeed, our work, as will be discussed, suggests that perception does vary
across regions in line with these differences in production,
particularly between the South and the other regions.

But, in addition to general differences in regional perception,
we suspect, as Sumner and Samuel’s (2009) research suggests,
that speakers are most affected by speech norms they use
themselves, not simply norms used more generally within their
community, as it is these features that most directly constitute an
individual’s relevant dialect experience. While it is certainly true
that speakers who share ideological, geographical, and social
proximity will be more likely to also share similar linguistic
systems, we cannot necessarily take this as evidence that they
are similarly perceptually affected by surrounding (local) varia-
tion that is not productively relevant to them as individuals. In
other words, we hear much more than we say, but somehow we
must organize that perceptual exposure according to a number of
different social references which those variants index in ways
that are meaningful both socially and linguistically. Certainly, the
variants one uses and the identity they index should play an
influential role in guiding interpretation of surrounding speech.
One filters speech through the lens of individual, not exclusively
collective, experience.

Thus, building on preliminary work that pointed toward differences
within our Southern sample (Kendall & Fridland, 2010), our current research primarily explores in greater detail
how variation in the degree of individual involvement in the
Southern Vowel Shift affects how Southern participants perform
perceptually. Due to our focus here on intra-regional distinctions,
we address cross-regional variation more comprehensively in a
separate paper (Fridland & Kendall, in press).

3. Vowel identification test

Here we turn our focus to the results of a forced choice, vowel
identification task designed to determine if regional dialects have
different perceptual tendencies. We begin by explaining our
methods and experiment design and then discuss its results.

3.1. Method

The vowel identification test was developed using a forced
choice design, where synthesized vowel tokens based on the same
talker’s realizations were randomly played for listeners who were
then asked to determine the token they just heard from two
choices. For example, after hearing a synthesized token drawn
from a bait ~ bet continuum, listeners had to decide whether they
heard bait or bet. In order to test a large number of regionally
diverse subjects in a widely accessible setting, the vowel identi-
fication test was developed and administered through a website
that participants could access with a password from their own
computers.

3.2. Participants

For the perception study, participants from four field sites
were recruited, one in the West, one in the Inland North, and two
in the South (regions are labeled according to the regions of the
Atlas of North American English, Labov et al., 2006). Western
participants were students at the University of Nevada, Reno
and were natives of California and Nevada. Northern participants
were students at SUNY-Oswego and were natives of New York
state and surrounding areas in the Inland North. Southern
participants were recruited from Tennessee (TN) attending the
University of Memphis and from Virginia (VA) attending Virginia
Tech. Thirteen participants from the Tennessee site also provided
speech samples and we examine this subsample of the subjects at
length in later sections of the paper.

In total, 420 participants from these different regions in the
U.S. took the online study. From these total participants, we
selected those participants for analysis who were native Eng-
lish-speaking European Americans who were raised (from age 4)
in their respective region and who reported normal hearing. 217
participants are analyzed here for the vowel identification task, 91
West, 58 North, and 68 South (20 TN, 48 VA).

3.3. The vowel identification test

Natural speech data provided by a single middle-aged male
speaker with no noticeable dialect features (following Clopper
& Pisoni, 2004) were used as the source stimuli for the continua
synthesis. He was recorded producing monosyllabic word pairs
(minimal pairs) selected to represent vowel category endpoints
(e.g., bead ~ bid, bait ~ bet) in two consonant onset contexts (/b/ and
/d/; e.g., bait ~ bet and date ~ debt). The vowel test included
5 such vowel continua for each context, though the current paper
focuses exclusively on the results of the mid front vowels, /e/ ~ /i/.

A 24-bit, 48,000 Hz digital recording of the sample speaker
was made. Audio files containing individual words were then
reduced to 10,000 Hz. No other digital signal processing tech-
quies, such as low-pass filtering, were applied. The target vowels
were analyzed to determine their static and dynamic properties and to ensure that they fell within the normal range for each vowel class based on a summary of vowel frequency ranges presented in Kent and Read (2002). For each vowel pair, a seven-step continuum range was determined based on the sample speaker’s production values for each of the two selected endpoint vowel categories. Thus, in synthesizing the /e/–/ɛ/ continua, the speaker’s own /e/ and /ɛ/ class values were used as endpoints. Based on these endpoints, the stimuli were created through a vowel synthesis program designed by Bartek Plichta (available at http://bartus.org). The program involves an algorithm that estimated subsequent steps in a formant trajectory change over time. The algorithm interpolated missing formant, bandwidth, and amplitude values to create the stimuli trajectories, and dynamic information for diphthongal vowels was altered for each step by estimating formant trajectory and formant transitions. To hold duration constant across each vowel pair, an intermediate duration based on the original target vowels’ durations was adopted by means a PSOLA-based computational method. (See Appendix A for formant information at each step.)

The vowel identification test followed the one-interval two-alternative forced choice task design often used in the speech sciences (Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995; Strange, 1995; Thomas, 2002), except that it was accessed online. Each trial presented a single vowel continuum step (played once) and participants were asked to indicate the token they just heard as one of two choices drawn from the relevant vowel categories (e.g., /bæɪ/ or /bɛt/). Participants made a decision by clicking the box before their selection and then they were asked to submit their answer by pressing the ‘continue’ button. Once submitted, answers could not be altered. Each step in each vowel continuum had four iterations, i.e., was played 4 times, randomized over the course of the study. The test included 560 trials. The study was also randomized by trial. Before beginning the study, participants were asked their hearing history and a series of demographic questions and then they were given a 4-trial-practice test using a non-tested vowel continuum. Subjects were advised that they were to take the test in a location with minimal noise and to turn off all external noise sources. As the goal of the larger study from which this sample of participants is taken was to be a broad survey of perception across U.S. regions, it was designed to be taken in any quiet setting with a computer. We were unable to require that headphones were worn though headphones were recommended in the experiment instructions and subjects were asked to indicate whether they wore headphones or used other speakers. Of the participants taking the test, 70% reported using headphones, 15% reported using “good” external speakers, and 15% reported using laptop/internal speakers. It is not ideal that several subjects did not wear headphones. Nonetheless, we include all of these listeners in our data and, in order to assess whether headphone-wearing affected the results, we include this information as a factor in our statistical analyses below.

3.4. Vowel identification results

We now present the perception study results for the 217 participants from the three regions. Given that each of these regions has different productive tendencies for the mid front vowels (as discussed in Section 2), a reasonable hypothesis approaching this identification test would be that subjects from the different regions have different perceptual tendencies. In particular, we would expect that Southerners, for whom the Southern Vowel Shift involves a reversal or spectral overlapping of /e/ and /ɛ/, would exhibit different perceptual tendencies for the mid front vowels compared to the other regions where these vowels are produced with greater spectral distinction (like the West and North). Since the NCS is characterized by more distant /e/ and /ɛ/ vowels than found in other regions, we might also (or alternatively) expect listeners from the North to show different perceptions than listeners from regions (like the South and West) with more proximate mid front vowels. Figs. 1 and 2 show the mean step-by-step results for the three regions across the /e/ to /ɛ/ continuum, with more proximate mid front vowels. Figs. 1 and 2 also show the percentage of tokens heard as /ɛ/ and not /e/. As both figures indicate, listeners in all three regions generally heard the extreme ends of the continuum categorically or near categorically as /e/ (step 1) and /ɛ/ (step 7) with intervening steps capturing a range of response rates. There are some noticeable differences between the /b/ and /d/ contexts – for instance, listeners reach near categorical perceptions of /ɛ/ earlier in the continuum for /d/ – but both contexts indicate that Southerners perceive the continuum differently than Northern and Western listeners. For the /b/ context, there is also a just visible difference between the North and West, with the North hearing slightly more /ɛ/ than the other regions. Southerners differ from the other regions until about step 5 in the /b/ context (Fig. 1), identifying more tokens as /e/ than /ɛ/ in comparison with the North and West. For /d/ (Fig. 2), Southerners also identify more tokens as /ɛ/ than the North and West, although the difference is less visible overall and disappears at step 4, a step earlier than for /b/.

In order to assess whether these visible patterns are significant, and whether other factors available in our data are significant (such as listener sex and headphone-usage), mixed-effect logistic regression models were fitted to each of these continua data, testing perception as /ɛ/ in each trial as the dependent variable. Modeling proceeded beginning with a minimal, intercept-only model with random intercepts for subject, and built up...
Table 1
Regression model results for /bair–bet/ perception for 217 listeners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Log-odds est.</th>
<th>Std. err.</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>–9.615</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>–14.870</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuum step</td>
<td>2.123</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>16.657</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North vs. South</td>
<td>2.983</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>3.348</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West vs. South</td>
<td>3.538</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>4.326</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ext. spkrs vs. headphones</td>
<td>–0.766</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>–1.608</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. spkrs vs. headphones</td>
<td>–1.354</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>–2.815</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step × North vs. South</td>
<td>–0.416</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>–2.34</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step × West vs. South</td>
<td>–0.540</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>–3.389</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Somers’ Dxy = 0.925, C = 0.963.

Table 2
Regression model results for /date–debt/ perception for 217 listeners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Log-odds est.</th>
<th>Std. err.</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>–6.557</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>–12.622</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuum step</td>
<td>2.048</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>15.546</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North vs. South</td>
<td>1.715</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>2.334</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West vs. South</td>
<td>1.820</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>2.734</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step × North vs. South</td>
<td>–0.437</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>–2.376</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step × West vs. South</td>
<td>–0.474</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>–2.837</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Somers’ Dxy = 0.922, C = 0.961.

to more complex models, testing all possible interactions for main effects that were significant in earlier models of either continuum dataset. Our modeling practices closely follow those recommended in Baayen (2008). The final regression models, including subject as a random intercept and continuum step as a random by subject slope, confirm that Southerners are more likely to hear /e/ (i.e., less likely to hear /ɪ/) than the other regions. The results from these regression models are presented in Table 1, for the /b/ context, and Table 2, for the /d/ context. Only factors that were determined to improve the models are included in the tables. Likelihood ratio tests were used for model comparison and measures of model fit, Somers’ Dxy and C statistics, were calculated to determine how well the models account for the data. The extremely high Somers’ Dxy and C statistics indicate that the models fit the data quite well.

Both models yield significant main effects for continuum step and region. Listener sex is not significant in any of our perception data. Step is extremely significant, in line with our expectations from Figs. 1 and 2, with the log-odds of hearing /ɪ/ increasing by 2.1 for each increase in the continuum for /b/ and 2.0 for each increase in the continuum for /d/. For both contexts, the South is significantly less likely to hear /ɪ/ than the North and the West. The South is the reference level for both of the presented models. Identical models (not shown) were run with the region factor re-leveled with North as the reference level in order to assess whether the Northerners are significantly different than the West. This was not the case, even for the /b/ context where there is some visible indication of difference in Fig. 1 (West vs. North: p = 0.4 for /b/; p = 0.9 for /d/). This also indicates the main effects of region and step, there are significant region × step interactions in both models, where the South “catches up” (i.e., increases relatively more in the likelihood of hearing /ɪ/) to the North and West a little with each increase in step. In summary, this finding is suggestive of a link between production and perception, with the back /e/ of the Southern Vowel Shift creating a broader

4 As an anonymous reviewer pointed out, it could be possible that the shifted /ɪ/ productions common in the Northern and Western varieties were not represented in the stimulus materials and so differences between these groups were missed. However, the sample speaker, though lacking salient dialect markers, represented most of his childhood in Reno, NV where the Western participants were recruited and it would be surprising that his /e/ and /ɪ/ production differed markedly from others in the West. Further, the fact that the vowel identification task obtained the full range of possible percepts (near 0% to near 100%) indicates that the stimuli did capture a wide range of possible /e/ and /ɪ/ productions.

Mixed-effect regressions were run using the lmer() function of the lme4 package in R (Bates & Maechler, 2010) and additional functions from the languageR package in R (Baayen, 2008, 2010).
range for tense vowel (i.e., /e/) perception. In other words, as suggested above, these cross-dialect perception differences reflect a difference generally in Southern production and perception behavior compared to other regions.

These results suggest that Southerners form a unique speech community not just in production (as previously noted) but in perception as well. In the next section, we look in greater depth within this region, examining more specifically how perception and production are linked at the level of the individual (beyond simply generalized norms within a community). Do individuals who exhibit more shifted SVS vowels (especially mid front vowels) also exhibit perceptual tendencies that mirror these shifted productions when compared to other individuals from the same locale?

4. Subset production data methods and analysis

In the previous section, we saw evidence that listeners in different regions have different perceptual tendencies and that, for the South in particular, these tendencies appear to be in line with expectations based on the productive processes ongoing in the regions. The Southern listeners showed a perceptual identification that corresponded to the Southern Vowel Shift’s tendency for /e/ to back and, potentially, overlap with /i/ (i.e., vowel targets) more than the spread of their actual productions. What matters for explaining the perception data is speakers’ central tendencies rather than overall community norms. We now turn to examine this more closely by considering the production data from a subset of our Southern listeners. Then, in Section 5, we compare these data to perception data for the same subjects.

4.1. Method

In addition to participating in the vowel identification tasks, a subset of perception participants from each region were also recorded reading a reading passage and word list following the perception task. Here, we examine thirteen participants from the Tennessee field site (in the South). These subjects were all recruited and then recorded by a local fieldworker using the friend of a friend approach commonly adopted in sociolinguistic research (Milroy, 1987). Seven of these subsample subjects were siblings. All of the subjects who provided speech data were either currently enrolled in college or had completed their degree. All speakers were recorded with a Tascam digital recorder and a Shure WH30XLR head-mounted microphone (or, in a few cases, a Sony MZ-R70 digital recorder and an ATR 410 head-mounted condenser microphone) in a quiet University office or home (with just the fieldworker and participant present). All speakers read the same reading passage and word list with the same instructions (to read the passage over before recitation and to pause briefly between each word list item recitation).

Table 3 provides demographic information for these thirteen Southern participants, including their relationships (whether they are siblings in the same [large] family or not).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Raised</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Is sibling?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbey503</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrews809</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittan371</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica2248</td>
<td>Union City</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaa815</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim1111</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25–30</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura816</td>
<td>Ripley</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt2526</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nawi110</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick3218</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar1610</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roj1518</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tbone808</td>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18–25</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in the introduction, production and perception results across regions are examined more fully in a separate paper (Fridland & Kendall, in press). These results suggest that Pillai scores may be useful for comparing vowel distributions, especially for cases of potential merger. We tested this by generating Pillai scores for each speaker’s /e/-/i/ comparison, but in all cases this lead to less significant (but similar) results in our statistical models than for our ED measure, both for raw scores (ED vs. Pillai) and for ranking individuals based on these measures (see below). The fact that ED – a measure of the distance between central tendencies – outperforms Pillai scores – a measure of distribution overlap – may indicate that what matters for explaining the perception data is speakers’ central tendencies (i.e., vowel targets) more than the spread of their actual productions.

Footnotes:
1. The fact that ED – a measure of the distance between central tendencies – outperforms Pillai scores – a measure of distribution overlap – may indicate that what matters for explaining the perception data is speakers’ central tendencies (i.e., vowel targets) more than the spread of their actual productions.
2. As mentioned in the introduction, production and perception results across regions are examined more fully in a separate paper (Fridland & Kendall, in press).
Table 4
Southern speakers degree of SVS production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Is sibling?</th>
<th>/e/-/æ/</th>
<th>/æ/-/ɛ/</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Is shifter?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isaac815</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura816</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nawi1110</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick3218</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thone808</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar1610</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roj1518</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew809</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica2248</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.180</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiki1111</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt2526</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britany371</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.792</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbey503</td>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>1.836</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These metrics were checked against an impressionistic analysis of each speaker's system in terms of degree of Southern Shift advancement for the mid front vowels and were in line with our impressionistic assessment of the individuals.

Table 4 presents the Euclidean distance measure for each Southerner in the subsample, the ranking of each individual (ordered from most overlapping to least) by the ED measure, and a categorical designation of whether the individual was an “advanced” Southern Shifter or not. This final category was based on the acoustic ED measure (all and only individuals designated as Shifters have an ED distance < 0.9). As can be clearly seen in the ED scores, the most advanced shifter barely maintains a nucleus distinction between the two classes while the least affected speaker shows quite distinct nuclei, a contrast explored in greater detail below. Table 4 also re-iterates each individual’s familial status, to indicate that advancement in the SVS does not correlate with sibling status. Both the most advanced (Isaac815) and least advanced (Abbey503) speakers are siblings and, notably, the siblings are almost evenly split between Shifters and Non-shifters. We consider sibling status further in Section 6.

Figs. 3 and 4 provide general pictures of the vowel spaces for these Southerners. Fig. 3 provides a vowel plot of the means for the Southern subsample divided into two groups, a +SVS and −SVS group, as indicated in Table 4 (with “Yes” indicating +SVS). This binary classification of these speakers is not meant to indicate hard and fast that some speakers sound Southern and that some do not, nor is it meant to indicate that one can readily draw a line between these two sets of speakers in terms of their integration within the Southern speech community (as there are numerous ways that Southern speech and identity can be realized). This binary classification is primarily a convenient way to examine and display the distinctions in the production systems of these individuals in terms of their participation in the regional shift process, as in Fig. 3, and compare them to the perception results for the mid front vowel classes.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, there are clear differences between the +SVS and −SVS speakers acoustically. While the difference between the mid front, /e/ and /æ/, vowels is, of course, derived by the method used to bin the speakers, in general, the short front system appears to differ more generally between the two sets of speakers, suggesting the peripheralization of the front lax system in line with SVS patterns. Of particular interest here, the mid front vowels are much closer for the +SVS speakers, with both the tense and lax mid front vowel quite distinct from the Non-shifters’ acoustic position.

To investigate the production data more closely in terms of individual speakers’ systems, Fig. 4 presents nucleus measurements for the individual vowel tokens for the front vowels (/i/, /ɪ/, /e/, /ɛ/, and /æ/) for four individuals, Isaac815 and Laura816, the two most advanced SVS speakers by the /e/-/æ/ ED metric, on the left, and Matt2526 and Abbey503, two of the least advanced speakers, on the right.

Recall that in the SVS, mid front vowels essentially move toward less phonetic distinction, with /ɛ/ and /æ/ often overlapping in spectral space. This kind of acoustic relationship is strongly exhibited for the two speakers on the left of Fig. 4. As is evident, Isaac815 and Laura816 show extensive overlap in their mid front vowel system. Clearly, these speakers participate substantially in the SVS as it affects the mid system. In contrast, looking at Matt2526 and Abbey503, it is evident they maintain very distinct mid front classes, showing little indication of shift at all. In short, some of these speakers are strong participants in the Southern Vowel Shift while some are clearly not despite the similarity in their community exposure. The high front system is not as distinct across speakers, with some speakers showing closer /i/ and /ɪ/ classes than others but no overlap acoustically.

Unlike cross-regional differences, where it is not a leap to assume that speakers from different regions do not come in contact regularly leading to the development of vowel differences, these differences in production among Southern participants are much harder to reconcile, particularly since many of these participants are siblings from the same large family (including Isaac815, Abbey503, and Matt2526 above). Clearly, it is not dialect exposure alone that establishes different productive targets, as we would assume these siblings had much overlap in terms of their exposure to vowel variants as small children. And, if speakers from the same family show this much variability in terms of vowel production, we would have to assume that unrelated listeners receive even more diverse input in childhood and in their daily interactions with other members of their same
community. (We will address the role of familial status more extensively in Section 6.) Our data suggest that even within very similar groups, individual behavior is remarkably variable. This difference in shift participation is most likely not due to substantially different linguistic exposure, but more a matter of how similar linguistic exposure creates different opportunities for the development of an individual’s productive system in line with how they encode and identify with surrounding exemplars (socially and linguistically).

To pursue this line of inquiry in the next section, we will examine how the individual Southern speakers’ production relates to how they perceive the mid front vowel continuum. In other words, might differences in the degree of identification with locally-based linguistic variation (as evidenced by shift participation) play a role in shaping how vowel tokens are categorized?

5. Relating perception and production

Turning back now to the perception data for these subsampled subjects, we consider the perceptual variability across subjects in the vowel identification test and whether the (mid front vowel) production data for these subjects aids in understanding the variability in the perception data.

5.1. Perception study results for subsample

Figs. 5 and 6 show the aggregate identification functions for the Southern subset participants for the bait–bet and date–debt continua, respectively. (Individual identification functions for each talker-listener can be found in Appendix C.) Each figure presents the perception data separated by the +SVS distinction from the production data, with the dashed line indicating the Non-shifters and the solid line indicating the Shifters. The fainter, dotted line indicates the overall mean across all 13 subjects.

Looking at these aggregate Shifter versus Non-shifter plots, we see that on average the +SVS Southerners have a later shift in perception to /ɛ/ as they move through both continua. As in Section 3.4, we use mixed-effect regression modeling, with random intercepts for subject and random by subject slopes for continuum step, to gain more insight into this pattern. For the /b/ context, we find a near significant (p = 0.0536) relationship between +SVS and +SVS status. The model statistics and fixed-effect terms (only) for this model are shown in Table 5. As before (i.e., the models in Section 3.4), we obtain quite good fitting...
models for the data with extremely high Somers’ $D_{xy}$ and $C$ statistics. For the /d/ context, the +SVS vs. –SVS category is further from significance (with $p = 0.2$) and we do not show the model results. Yet, as Fig. 6 indicates, there is nonetheless a trend in the same direction as for the /b/ context. 

Models that test the actual /e/-/i/ Euclidean distance come close to yielding significant results for both contexts ( /b/ context: /e/-/i/ ED obtains $p = 0.087$; /d/: /e/-/i/ ED, $p = 0.096$) and models that test the rank order of the Euclidean distances (the order of the individuals in Table 4 and Appendix C) obtain better – though still not quite significant – results (/b/: /e/-/i/ rank, $p = 0.075$; /d/: /e/-/i/ rank, $p = 0.062$). Overall, although the effects do not reach significance, the shifted Southerners appear less likely than the non-shifted Southerners to hear /i/. More data than is available for these 13 subjects alone would help give resolution to these patterns, but we take this as suggestive of a pattern of perception that relates to differences in degree of shift participation by our Southern subjects.

As in the cross-regional data which indicated that Southerners had significantly later crossover to /i/ compared to other regions, it also appears that those Southerners most affected by Southern Vowel Shift processes in the mid front subsystem have the latest shift in perception. Such a relationship mirrors production as the Southern shifters showed much more centralized /e/ tokens in production which would, in effect, result in a broader distribution of tokens perceptually that might be categorized as /e/ for such speakers. We see here some suggestion that perceptual differences are indeed patterned similarly to differences in production, with those more greatly orienting toward SVS norms doing so both in production and perception. So, although the evidence is not crystal clear, there are indications here that exposure to community norms is filtered differently by speakers despite similar demographic and experiential background. Our results suggest, however, that these more general community patterns do play the most influential role, as seen by our finding of more significant differences cross-regionally as discussed in Section 3.

### 6. Variance across individual subjects, the South, and siblinghood

Turning our focus to the question of how much of a role similar input plays in shaping the perceptual system, we now look more closely at these Southern subjects to ask to what extent sibling status (in the same family) impacts individual variability. We also examine, more broadly, the range of individual variability we find in the perception data across the three regions to ask to what extent individuals in the South are more or less variable (across individuals) in their perception when compared to non-Southerner listener groups. This part of the investigation is, in large part, motivated by the fact that seven of the 13 participants in our Southern production-perception subsample are siblings. Such familial relationship among this many subjects raises some additional questions of interest, which we believe are worth further consideration, although we begin this section with a quick note of hesitancy. The goal of this experiment was not to examine perception among siblings and the sibling status of these participants was, ultimately, somewhat of an accident – a result of a fieldworker using her family as a convenient source of local subjects. Other than the basic facts of their sibling status and the demographic information supplied by each of these (and all) participants in the listening experiment, we do not have extensive information about their background. Nonetheless, having production and perception data from seven siblings seems like a rare opportunity to consider the extent to which, or whether at all, sibling status has an effect on perception.

We might expect – in purely social terms (and abstracting away from the ongoing debate in numerous fields over “nature vs. nurture”) – that being raised in similar environments would lead to shared experiences, which in turn would impact linguistic representations and perceptual tendencies. In other words, unlike a randomly matched subset of seven unrelated participants from the same area who receive broadly similar community input, we might expect that, though still likely variable, the range of linguistic and social variability within a family unit might be more constrained by the similarity of linguistic, social, and ideological background to which siblings are exposed in comparison to unrelated but demographically similar subjects. We have seen above that our sample of siblings show surprising variability in terms of their linguistic output (recall that the largest and smallest /e/-/i/ Euclidean distances are for two of the siblings). However, the vernacular reorganization that occurs in childhood and adolescence (Kerswill, 1996; Kerswill & Williams, 2000; Tagliamonte & D’Arcy, 2009) might explain this variability in production since peer group influence on language use appears to be quite extensive through adolescence, giving rise to phonetically variable output and increasing distance from parental norms. Yet, initial exposure to the same linguistic input during the period in which phonemic representation is established would, one might hypothesize, make perception more similar across siblings even if later exposure creates the opportunity for fine tuning within those categories (and, not surprisingly, the speech of very young children has been found to be most closely approximate to that of their primary caregiver but diverges as children age; Kerswill, 1996). With such a large group of siblings available in our dataset, we ask here whether there is any evidence for effects of sibling status on perception among these speakers?

To test this, we first include sibling status as a factor in the mixed-effect regression for the TN subjects. Here, we include all twenty perception subjects from Tennessee, not just the thirteen for whom we have production data, since this comparison does not require insight from the production data. As before, individual subject is included as a random intercept in the model and continuum step is included as a by subject random slope. As the model statistics and fixed-effect terms in Table 6 indicate, sibling status arises as a significant predictor for the /b/ context. Sibling status does not yield significance for the /d/ context, mirroring the earlier findings that the variability in the /b/ context perception data is less patterned (at least in terms of the available

### Table 5

Regression model results for /b/–/b/ perception for Southern subsample, testing categorical Shifter status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Log-odds est.</th>
<th>Std. err.</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-11.307</td>
<td>1.802</td>
<td>-6.274</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuum step</td>
<td>2.303</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>7.997</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+SVS vs. –SVS</td>
<td>-1.822</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>-1.930</td>
<td>0.0536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Somers’ $D_{xy}$=0.948, $C$=0.974.

---

9 In general, the /d/ context data are noisier than the /b/ context data. Other explorations of these data, such as a binary comparison of subjects with ED above or below 0.75 (instead of 0.9), not shown here, do yield significance for the productive “Shifter” vs. “Non-shifter” category in mixed-effect regressions for the /d/ context. We are unable, at this point, to determine whether the differences between the /b/ and /d/ context data are a linguistic phenomenon (i.e., having to do with different perceptual characters of the vowels following /b/ and /d/) or more simply differences in our synthesized stimuli.

10 Fridland and Kendall (in press) examine a larger number of subjects from across several regions and find support for a direct Euclidean distance relationship between production and perception for the mid front vowels.
predictors). No other factors, or interactions, arise as significant in any of the models we tested. The model indicates that the seven siblings are less likely to hear /e/ than the 13 other subjects (in the /b/ context). As before, the high $D_{xy}$ and $C$ values indicate that the model fits the data quite well.

Recall from Table 4 that the siblings are roughly split between Shifters and Non-shifters, so the influence of sibling status is not simply a proxy for SVS. Since the model here is based on the perception data for all 20 listeners from Western Tennessee and not just the 13 for whom we have production data, this model cannot be directly compared to the model in Table 5 which tested the influence of the SVS production measure.11

Altogether, the significance of the sibling factor (for the /b/ context and full 20 listeners from TN) is an interesting finding as it may suggest that production is more available to fine-tuning in later childhood than perception given the variability found for these siblings in production, but it is not the only comparison to make to investigate the importance of sibling status. In fact, we are interested more in how similar the siblings are to one another than in whether sibling versus non-sibling status matters in absolute terms, i.e., in terms of how likely the siblings are to hear /e/ in comparison to non-siblings. We assume it is arbitrary where in the range of possible perceptual tendencies these siblings appear in comparison to others who do not share sibling status with them. At this point, we ask, is it the case that these seven siblings show more similar perceptions to one another than, say, seven randomly selected participants from the same region? To determine whether it might just be coincidental that the sibling set showed differences in perception compared to the other subjects, we must also consider more generally how variable subjects are within each region.

To assess this, we run a Monte Carlo experiment whereby we generate 10,000 randomly selected groups of seven individuals from each of the three regions and examine the variance within the groups’ data. For simplicity, we focus on the crossover points rather than the full perception data. This simulation allows us to judge what kind of variability occurs in the perception (crossover point) data. Specifically, what distribution of standard deviations do we find across all of these random groups of seven? (The Southerners could be further separated into Tennesseans and Virginians but all assessments of their /e/ perception data and preliminary Monte Carlo simulations indicate that they are not different for the /e/ perception continua, and thus this separation is not warranted by the data.)

Examining the standard deviations for these randomly generated groups allows us to estimate the overall variability we should expect across subjects from each region. This in turn allows us to ask whether the seven siblings cluster together better than chance (in comparison to others from their region). The comparison between the siblings’ standard deviation and the Monte Carlo based estimation of the Southerners is especially relevant here, although we also generate the same simulated data for the Northern and Western subjects to assess how similar the variability is across regions. Monte Carlo simulations, i.e., iterating over many random subsamples of the data, are useful here as we are interested in comparing the perceptions of individuals in groups of seven (as that is the number of siblings) without presupposing which seven subjects to consider at any given time. A more comprehensive consideration might assess the variability found across every possible combination of seven subjects. However, generating a full combinatorial analysis of all sets of seven individuals from each region would be unwieldy and unnecessary – for instance, there are over 300 million groups of seven that can be subsampled from our 58 Northern listeners – and much smaller, randomly determined comparisons (e.g., 10,000) should generate stable patterns.

The kernel density functions of the standard deviations yielded by this for each regional group are plotted for the /b/ context in Fig. 7 and for the /d/ context in Fig. 8 (these density plots provide smoothed histograms of the data). The Southerners – irrespective of sibling status – have a generally tighter distribution than the other two regions, seen by their much lower standard deviations. The comparison between the siblings’ standard deviation and the Monte Carlo based estimation of the Southerners is especially relevant here, although we also generate the same simulated data for the Northern and Western subjects to assess how similar the variability is across regions. Monte Carlo simulations, i.e., iterating over many random subsamples of the data, are useful here as we are interested in comparing the perceptions of individuals in groups of seven (as that is the number of siblings) without presupposing which seven subjects to consider at any given time. A more comprehensive consideration might assess the variability found across every possible combination of seven subjects. However, generating a full combinatorial analysis of all sets of seven individuals from each region would be unwieldy and unnecessary – for instance, there are over 300 million groups of seven that can be subsampled from our 58 Northern listeners – and much smaller, randomly determined comparisons (e.g., 10,000) should generate stable patterns.

Table 6: Regression model results for /b/–bet perception for Tennessee subjects, testing sibling status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Log-odds est.</th>
<th>Std. err.</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>−9.954</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>−7.150</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuum step</td>
<td>2.190</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>9.353</td>
<td>&lt;0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is sibling?</td>
<td>−2.276</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>−2.746</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Somers’ $D_{xy} = 0.951$, $C = 0.976$. 

Fig. 7. Distribution of the standard deviations for the /b/ crossover points, from 10,000 random groupings of seven subjects; the vertical lines indicate the standard deviation means for each group, the bold dot-dash vertical line indicates the standard deviation among the seven actual Southern siblings.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the standard deviations for the /d/ crossover points, from 10,000 random groupings of seven subjects; the vertical lines indicate the standard deviation means for each group, the bold dot-dash vertical line indicates the standard deviation among the seven actual Southern siblings.

Footnote: Testing the sibling factor on the 13 subsampled participants only yields a just under significant $p = 0.0511$. A likelihood ratio test indicates that a model containing the sibling factor is actually slightly worse than the model with the +SVS factor (Table 5). (A model which includes both sibling and +SVS factors obtains $p=0.09$ for both of these factors and is worse than models which include only one of the two.) In sum, while both models fall just short of reaching significance at the $p < 0.05$ level, the model for the /b/ context shown in Table 5 in the previous section appears to slightly outperform a model on the same data which includes sibling status rather than +SVS status.
Wilcoxon rank sum tests of the difference between the Southern distribution and the combined Northern and Western distributions confirm further that the lower standard deviations of the South are significantly different (/b/ context: $W = 42351364$, $p < 0.000001$; /d/ context: $W = 62718086$, $p < 0.000001$). Simply put, Southerners have less perceptual variability than the other two regions. This is especially striking considering that the Southerners in the simulation are sampled from two different field sites in the South – one in Western Tennessee and one in Virginia – and we might expect that fact to add variability over what we might find in individual field sites elsewhere. Although more research is necessary in order to determine the root of this difference, one putative interpretation may relate to the clear influence of regionally-based community norms in the Southern sample compared to the Northern and Western sample. Recalling the results in Section 3, which indicate that Southern perception patterns differed significantly from Northern and Western perception, Southerners appear to maintain more distinct perceptual norms, which may result in greater perceptual cohesion within the group compared to the other regions.

Further, we see that the standard deviations for the actual seven Southern siblings (/b/: 1.138; /d/: 1.062), indicated by the bold dot-dash lines in the figures, are ultimately similar to the overall distributions of standard deviations for the Southerners. The values are lower than the mean standard deviations for the randomly sampled Southerners for both contexts (/b/: 1.153; /d/: 1.109), but this difference is slight. In fact, the value for the

---

**Table A1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/e/-/e/ context formant values step 1 to step 7.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/e/-/e/ context formant values step 1 to step 7.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12 We combine the North and West distributions for the Wilcoxon rank sum test. They are quite similar and we are primarily interested in confirming the difference between the South and non-South.

siblings is actually slightly higher than the median standard deviation for the Southerners for the /b/ context (of 1.075; but not the /d/ context: 1.086). Overall, we conclude from this experiment that there is no evidence here that the seven Southern siblings are more similar to one another than seven randomly selected Southerners in our dataset. It may be the case that these siblings are substantially contributing to the overall tendency towards more /e/ perception for Southerners than the other regions, but they do not appear to be doing so in a way that is different from the other Southern subjects who perceive more /e/.
extent, listeners do process speech through the filter of their own available to them. Those aspects that they attend to perceptually and have a variety of linguistic and social resources surrounding and have a variety of linguistic and social resources surrounding and within the same family, and the utilization of particular aspects of productively are variable, even within the same community and those resources does appear to reflect and be reflected in how.

3. Conclusions

To close this investigation, it seems clear that speaker-hearers have a variety of linguistic and social resources surrounding and available to them. Those aspects that they attend to perceptually and productively are variable, even within the same community and within the same family, and the utilization of particular aspects of these resources does appear to reflect and be reflected in how perception is shaped. Our results indicate that, at least to some extent, listeners do process speech through the filter of their own production (not just their experience with speech around them). However, the speech around them clearly matters, as is indicated by the cross-regional differences found in our main perception data that indicate the South shows a significant effect on perceptual processing.

Such an analysis suggests that perception, like production, is a dynamic process with individuals attending to different aspects of experience. A similar sentiment was expressed by Evans and Iverson (2007) in their study of Northern and Southern British varieties discussed earlier:

Given that these individual differences in production are likely due to sociolinguistic influences, it was surprising that they were directly linked to differences in perception. That is, even though spoken accent is a marker of social identity, perception is essentially private and it would be adaptive for individuals to be able to understand as wide a range of speakers as possible. Our subjects likely had very similar perceptual experiences when growing up, but the idiolectal variation in production had influences on both subjective ratings (i.e., best exemplar locations in experiment 2) and speech-in-noise recognition. It thus appears that the sociophonetically driven differences found in production had an impact on perceptual processing, suggesting that there is a strong perception-production link (2007: 3824).

In other words, both their work and ours suggests that how one's experience is categorized (and, crucially, relates to production) is not as much dependent on a listeners' passive exposure, but on their active engagement with the local system.

Similarly, returning to the findings by Hay, Warren, and Drager (2006) regarding the near-square merger in New Zealand English (NZE), not only did they find participants' own production affected by whether they were able to identify distinct vowels in word pairs, but listeners also seemed to integrate information about the speakers (such as age and class) in deciding whether pairs were merged or distinct. Perception was based both on what speakers did themselves (as we discovered in our results) and the social association they made with that variant. Crucially, their participants were exposed to both variants perceptually in daily interaction, but social information was processed alongside the acoustic information, predisposing participants towards one interpretation or another. Such a finding dovetails nicely with the suggestion that listeners encode social as well as linguistic representation of variants, as in a probabilistic model of representation along the lines of that proposed by exemplar theories (e.g., Hay, Warren, and Drager 2006; Johnson, 2006; Pierrehumbert, 2001, 2006). Thus, linguistic processing is then affected by these top-down and bottom-up factors, which results in the type of variable perception found above.

The variable use of SVS patterns evidenced above is consistent with recent findings suggesting a young retreat from Southern Vowel Shift patterns quite generally in the South (Fridland, 2000; Labov et al., 2006), particularly in urban areas. The greater advancement of SVS patterns in rural dialects and this retrenchment in use more generally by young urban speakers has been taken as evidence for the rural origins of the shift and the slowing expansion of SVS patterns in urban speakers may be due to this rural association (Irons, 2007). As rural migration into Southern urban centers increases, the shift advancement that came with it appears to have maintained an association with this rural identity. Support for such attitudes toward the shift comes from a “folk linguistic” study by Fridland and Bartlett (2007; see also Niedzielski and Preston, 2003) which asked Southerners to rate SVS shifted and non-shifted front vowel variants on scales of ruralness, education, and pleasantness and demonstrated that Southern shift norms are perceived as more rural than non-shifted variants. Specifically, SVS shifted front tense vowel variants were rated higher on ruralness scales and lower on education and pleasantness scales, suggesting that, in Memphis where the study was administered, they were viewed as non-urban and often relatively negatively compared to non-shifted variants.

Thus, the movement away from these rurally-associated norms among some of the youngest speakers in urban areas like Memphis may reflect a difference in these speakers’ orientation to what it means to be Southern and the type of urban identity they want to project. However, as evidenced in the data above, not all younger speakers are retreatting from all aspects of the Southern Vowel Shift13 which would suggest a difference in how speakers with similar backgrounds process and respond to the variants and their associated context within their communities, much like that found in Hay, Warren, and Drager’s work (2006) and we likewise

---

13 Note that age does not arise as a significant predictor in any of the data presented in this paper. However, this is not surprising given the fact that almost all of our speakers were in younger age groups and so our data was not well distributed to examine age as a factor.
suggest our work points toward an exemplar-based model of speech processing.

This orientation toward an experience-based explanation of representation and processing is necessary if sociophonetic research is to move to the level of embracing and explaining the role of the social in phonetic and phonological theory (as discussed in Foulkes & Docherty, 2006) and is motivated by the clear involvement of social factors in speech processing. Traditional accounts of language processing and language change cannot account for the circularity of effects of the social on the cognitive and the cognitive on the social, or, in other words, that social identity fundamentally contributes to both how we talk and how we perceive talk. In order to explain how the social can have such an effect on the language system, some social categories must be internally encoded and interactive with linguistic categories in contrast to the external status currently afforded by traditional phonological theory. The variability of the signal is, after all, a consequence of both linguistic factors (e.g., context) and social factors (e.g., regional orientation) and we seem to be able to decode and interpret both types of information with surprisingly little difficulty. We conclude here by suggesting that our results most strongly point toward the need for more sociolinguistically informed work in speech perception and greater attention to the sociolinguistic variability of individual, not just community-based, norms as a factor in speech processing.
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Appendix A. Formant values and tracks at all steps along synthesized vowel continua from perception study stimuli


Appendix B. Word types included in production study

See Table B1.

Appendix C. Individual perception results for the 13 Southern subsample subjects, ranked by smallest to largest Euclidean distance between /e/ and /e/

See Figs. C1 and C2.
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